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Chan and Zhu/Disciplinary Regimes

DISCIPLINARY LABOR REGIMES
IN CHINESE FACTORIES

Anita Chan and Zhu Xiaoyang

ABSTRACT: Using a survey the authors initiated in fifty-four footwear factories in
China, this article investigates the extent to which Chinese workers today are sub-
jected to coercive workplace discipline. The authors compare the management
practices of state-owned and collective factories, private factories owned by main-
land Chinese, and those owned by investors from Hong Kong and Taiwan. The sur-
vey selects five indicators of a disciplinary labor regime: corporal punishment, com-
pulsory overtime, discipline vis-à-vis bodily functions (such as toilet-going restric-
tions), imposition of monetary penalties, and bonding of labor through mandatory
deposits.

Introduction

The rapid economic development of Asian countries over the past few decades
has stimulated a vast amount of writing that tries to explain this phenomenon.1

The latest of the Asian miracle economies is the People’s Republic of China
(PRC), with a consistent annual growth rate of between 7 percent and 12 per-
cent over the past two decades. Part of this growth has resulted from foreign di-
rect investment from Hong Kong and Taiwan, which together account for more
than half of all foreign investment inflows. These increased economic linkages
have helped create a new regional economic grouping that has been dubbed
Greater China, comprising China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan.

Some scholars posit that in all three economies, Chinese capitalism has flour-
ished due to Confucian ethics.2 This culturalist school often sees Confucianism
as embodied in an array of positive, or at least functionally useful, values for
business success — guanxi (personal connections), familism, paternalism, loy-
alty, hierarchical relations, obedience, diligence, entrepreneurship, thriftiness,
and so on.
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There have been many critics of the Confucian culturalist argument. Some di-
rectly attack the academic writings that expound the success of Chinese
transnationalist capitalism in Asia as based upon a reified cultural explanation.3

Others see the official propagation of “Confucian values” as political manipula-
tion by authoritarian Asian governments.4 Yet others, such as Arif Dirlik, are crit-
ical of capitalism as a hegemonic evil and by extension are critical of Chinese
capitalism altogether.5

The largest body of critical writings is by a group of scholars in women’s stud-
ies. Their publications are grounded in empirical research exposing the exploi-
tation of Asian women on the production line, in the family, and in patriarchal
societies at large. Their critical analyses of all forms of shop-floor domination
over workers presupposes that factory managements engage in gendered poli-
tics — through managers’ manipulation of feminine symbols6 and through the
creation of gendered hierarchies.7 They write of maiden workers as opposed to
matron workers,8 of sexual symbols and language,9 of management’s clever use
of parental authority10 and ethnicity (playing upon workers’ different places of
origin).11 Aihwa Ong’s analysis tends to be class-oriented, but other writers nor-
mally allow gender domination to override class domination. As a whole, this
women’s studies perspective explicitly criticizes12 or implicitly subverts13 the
ahistorical, uncontextualized Confucian cultural explanation. Their writings of-
ten invoke Foucauldian expressions to frame their arguments — but we have
yet to come across any detailed empirical descriptions and analyses of physical
punishment, one of the main mechanisms described in Foucault’s Discipline
and Punish.14

We subscribe in part to the critical position of these scholars. This article simi-
larly is a critique of mainstream culturalist thought, but it departs from the ap-
proach of women’s studies in that our perspective and analysis take both men’s
and women’s situations into account. We take exploitation at the workplace as
an exploitation that includes both genders.

The overarching image that Confucian culture is harmonious and that busi-
ness relationships are based on guanxi and not on confrontation extends to a
general image that Chinese management-labor relations are characterized by
paternalism, that management takes care of its workers, provides for them, and
nourishes them.15 We examine whether there is any validity to this supposition
in the factories in China today that are owned and operated by Taiwanese, Hong
Kong, and PRC firms. Our empirical evidence is based on survey data regarding
management-labor relations in China’s footwear industry, and we present evi-
dence showing that as capitalism has revived in China, management practices
have become heavily reliant on the use of institutionalized coercive discipline.
In establishing quantitative indices for the use of discipline, we selected five
control measures: length of work hours, restrictions on toilet-going, monetary
penalties, the required payment of deposits for employment, and physical pun-
ishment. These measures, when applied intensively, serve the function of ex-
tracting compliance from the workforce in order to squeeze the highest possi-
ble production from workers. These control measures at the workplace, we
assert, should become an integral part of any discourse on the nature of Chi-
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nese capitalism. Yet most of the writings on the much-heralded economic suc-
cess of Greater China have ignored this integral part of business practices —
how management treats labor. We will show that management practices at
workplaces in the PRC are no less authoritarian, disciplinary, and punitive than
their counterparts in England in the period of the Industrial Revolution.

Background

Before capitalist practices began to reemerge in China with the economic re-
forms introduced by Deng Xiaoping in the 1980s, all industrial enterprises were
either state owned or collectives. Three types of enterprises in particular have
burst onto the scene under the economic reforms: foreign-funded enterprises,
private firms, and township and village enterprises (TVEs) that are owned by ru-
ral collectives and managed by local officials. The foreign-funded enterprises
are either completely owned and managed by foreign investors, or — in the case
of a partnership between foreign investors and local Chinese — are managed by
either of the two partners. The majority of foreign investment in China is by eth-
nic Chinese (58 percent in 1999), mostly Hong Kong Chinese, followed by Tai-
wanese Chinese.16 Most of these foreign-funded enterprises are located in
China’s coastal provinces, with the heaviest concentration in Guangdong prov-
ince, followed by Fujian province. Whereas the number of employees in the ur-
ban state and collective sectors decreased from 145 million to 89 million
between 1992 and 2001, employment in the nonpublic sector increased from
33 million to 150 million in the same period,17 due to a rapid expansion in the
number of TVEs, shareholding enterprises, private firms, and foreign-funded
enterprises and also because of changes of ownership from state and collective
to other forms of ownership.

In the 1980s the employment systems of these two sectors were very differ-
ent. The state sector, still under the “socialist” legacy, continued to provide life-
time employment, housing, medical care, and pensions. In contradistinction,
the nonstate sector was — and still is — marked by flexibility of labor, meaning a
lack of job security, casual employment, a lack of fringe benefits, piece-rate
wages, etc. Many of these workers are migrants from the rural areas. It was in
these non-state factories, particularly in the firms funded by overseas Chinese,
that reports of harsh labor regimes first began to surface in the late eighties —
and with increasing frequency and seriousness during the past decade and a
half.18

We have visited a number of such enterprises in China in our annual field re-
search. On the factory walls of most of the factories managed by overseas Chi-
nese and in many private enterprises, there are long lists of the regulations that
control the workers’ behavior and physical actions. Most of these regulations
specify penalties — for not wearing an identity card, for not putting on a uni-
form the right way, for wearing the wrong shoes, for spitting or being untidy, for
talking while working, for not turning off lights, for drinking water during work
hours, for going to the toilet for a total of more than fifteen minutes a day, for be-
ing late, and so on. In some cases, violation of a regulation can result in half a
day’s to several days’ wages being docked.19 In large factories the control is
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more regularized and systematic. It is not unusual to distribute to workers em-
ployee handbooks that contain up to a hundred rules for both the shop floor
and worker dormitories. These are tantamount to a list of disciplinary measures
that threaten workers with fines and other penalties.

Under pressure from the increasing competition of the non-state sector,
even the employment system in the state and collective sectors is rapidly “level-
ing down,” with erosion of job security and welfare provisions and the imposi-
tion of strict labor conditions on the shop floor. To cut costs, China’s state and
urban collective enterprises have also been laying off workers and in some cases
have been replacing them with migrant workers from the countryside to take up
positions that require little skill, performing the same job at less pay, no bene-
fits, and no security.20

Survey Design and Methodology

Our survey aimed (1) to determine the extent of coercive labor regimes in Chi-
nese enterprises; (2) to examine the extent to which the type of ownership is a
determining factor; and (3) to identify the other factors that affect variations in
factory regimes. Although a number of excellent studies of workers in individ-
ual factories have been published,21 ours is the first published attempt involving
a foreign-based social scientist to chart labor conditions in a variety of Chinese
factories through a survey, and it is the first attempt, too, to compare the use of
disciplinary measures.

Since different industries use different types of production processes that en-
tail different types of everyday labor-management interactions, we controlled
this variation by surveying the production of only one product — footwear. We
chose this industry because a large array of factories in it operate under various
types of ownership. Its export component is dominated by Taiwanese capital as
well as capital from Hong Kong, which will enable us to observe whether the
management styles of overseas Chinese and PRC Chinese are similar or different.

In 1996 we conducted a survey in fifty-four footwear factories spread across
five cities in China: Tianjin, Shanghai, Putian in Fujian Province, Dongguan in
Guangdong Province, and Chongqing. This geographical spread provides a
good overall picture of the industry. Tianjin and Shanghai during the Maoist era
were important cities for footwear production where large state enterprises
manufactured nationally famous shoes. Putian and Dongguan have become
well known in China within the last decade as China’s new “shoe cities” that
produce for export — Putian for its high concentration of Taiwanese-invested
footwear factories and Dongguan for receiving large investments from Taiwan
and Hong Kong. Chongqing was chosen because it is an inland city where state
enterprises are known to face grave financial troubles and a high level of layoffs.
Here private factories have mushroomed, producing cheap products that have
inundated the domestic market.

At the time of the survey the footwear industry was undergoing rapid change
and experiencing intense competition. During the previous era of a planned
economy the industry had been under the charge of the Leather Goods Bureau,
one of the departments under the Ministry of Light Industries. In 1988 the bu-
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reau was removed from the ministry and its name was changed to the China
Leather Goods Industry Association. It retained only a few staff members, no
longer has a state footwear production plan to implement, and has no enter-
prises under its charge. Its new function is to coordinate and serve its member-
ship, which it has to recruit itself. Its members therefore are only state-owned
and large collective enterprises. This means that the thousands of new non-
public footwear factories that have sprung up in the past decade throughout
China have no relationship with the association. In other words, the industry
has become completely decentralized, to the extent that the officials of the asso-
ciation confessed to us that they do not even have the means to collect figures
on the number of footwear factories in the country, since enterprise registration
is decentralized geographically and bureaucratically. Decentralization leads to
deregulation of employment relations.

Most of the state and urban collective factories we visited in the pilot study
and in the survey were under intense competitive pressure from the new
non-state enterprises. One famous large collective enterprise in Beijing had sur-
vived by turning each of its ten floors into separate joint ventures, with injec-
tions of Hong Kong and Taiwanese capital of various proportions. But all of
these joint ventures except for one remain under PRC management.22 Many
other state and collective footwear enterprises were beginning to lay off work-
ers and operated only intermittently. Those that could not compete at all had to
close down; and some of their technical staff and workers struck out on their
own and set up tiny shoe factories themselves.
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ers, including the Nike, Adidas, and Reebok brands. (All photos courtesy of Anita Chan)



The export sector is mainly composed of Taiwanese and Korean firms that be-
gan relocating to China en masse in the late eighties. The firms usually send ex-
perienced and trusted managers to China to directly manage the factories.23

Prior to our survey, a team of five collaborators, including one of the coau-
thors, Anita Chan, undertook a pilot survey in 1995 of more than twenty foot-
wear factories in Beijing and Shanghai. The questionnaires were then refined.
During the subsequent main survey, branches of Government Bureaucracy Y in
the five cities helped the research team to gain entry to factories.24 At each fac-
tory three types of questionnaires were distributed: one for the factory man-
ager, one for the trade union chair, and one for the workers. Our survey team
went to the factories during working hours accompanied by a staff member
from the Bureaucracy Y branch. The manager and the trade union chair were
given questionnaires to fill in on their own, while workers were assembled in a
separate room to fill in theirs. It was hoped that workers would be drawn ran-
domly from the factory’s list of blue-collar employees, with at least one worker
from each of the ten main shoe-making tasks on the production line. But factory
managements preferred to call in workers whose absence for an hour would
least disrupt production. The production-line workers filled in the forms in the
presence of our survey team and were encouraged to ask questions if they en-
countered difficulties. These questionnaires were directly collected by our sur-
vey team before the respondents left the room.

Survey Data and Variables

Of the 54 factories for which we collected data, 10 were in Tianjin, 11 in Shang-
hai, 13 in Putian, 7 in Dongguan, and 13 in Chongqing (Table 1). The use of
three types of questionnaires allowed us to cross-check information about the
enterprises. Questionnaires were filled in by 47 factory managers (including 7
foreigners), 37 workplace trade union chairs,25 and 1,531 employees, among
whom 1,004 (65.5 percent) were production-line workers and 477 (31 percent)
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Table 1: Distribution of factories in five cities by de facto ownership/management

Tianjin Shanghai Putian Dongguan Chongqing Total

State-owned and
collectively-owned
enterprises (SOE)

1 3 1 0 4 9

Township and village
enterprises (TVEs)

1 1 1 0 0 3

Privately-owned
enterprises (POE)

2 2 2 0 7 13

Joint venture/
PRC managers (PRC)

6 4 4 4 2 20

Joint venture/
foreign managers (FORN)

0 1 5 3 0 9

Total 10 11 13 7 13 54

Note: Total includes seven factories without managers’ data.



were non-production-line workers and office staff.26 Of these 1,531 employees,
1,009 (65.8 percent) were female and 522 (34.2 percent) were male.

Independent Variables

In investigating the strictness of the labor regimes in the factories and how they
affected different types of employees, we examined the significance of four vari-
ables at the factory level — ownership/management type, factory size, level of
export orientation, and the existence of a trade union. At the individual level,
we examined the differences in strictness of the labor control in terms of three
independent variables related to workers’ characteristics — type of work (i.e.,
production-line workers vs. other employees), gender, and residential status
(migrant vs. non-migrant).

Enterprise Characteristics — Factory Level

De Facto Ownership/Management Type
Initially, the questionnaires were designed to coincide with the govern-

ment’s categorization of registered enterprise ownership: that is, state-owned
enterprises, collectively owned urban enterprises, collectively owned rural
TVEs, privately owned enterprises, and joint ventures (often with foreign
firms). We had thought this categorization would adequately identify differ-
ences in industrial relations among the various types of Chinese enterprises.
However, as we were conducting the survey, we discovered that categorization
of enterprises by registered ownership does not always reflect reality. Factors
that needed to be taken into account include these:

• Quite a number of enterprises registered as rural collectives are actu-
ally privately owned.

• Some registered joint ventures are only joint ventures in name but are
actually managed by mainland Chinese managers with little foreign in-
vestment and little foreign-partner participation in management.27

• Some other joint ventures are completely under foreign management
and control, with almost no participation by Chinese managers.

• Quite a number of joint ventures that were registered as having Hong
Kong partners are actually Taiwanese.28 In order to bypass the need for
approval by the Taiwan government, many Taiwanese investors have
registered as Hong Kong companies.

• Very often what are registered as Western joint ventures or as non-
Overseas Chinese foreign-funded enterprises are owned and managed
by ethnic Chinese. In the survey sample, the foreign investors of all
three of the American joint ventures, one Thai joint venture, and one
Vietnamese joint venture are all ethnically Chinese. So far as we know,
no one has systematically taken this type of phenomenon into account
in studies of foreign investment in China.

We therefore allocated the surveyed factories under categories based on their
de facto ownership rather than their registered ownership. We also divided
joint ventures into two different types based on whether the manager was a Chi-
nese national or a foreigner. But because in our sample all foreign joint ventures
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were managed by overseas Chinese, “foreign” here really means “overseas Chi-
nese.”29 Statistically this approximates the overall picture of China’s footwear
industry, inasmuch as the great majority of the foreign joint ventures in China
that produce for the export market are Taiwanese-owned firms. By the end of
the 1980s Taiwan had become the world’s major exporter of shoes, particularly
sneakers, and by the mid-1990s most of Taiwan’s footwear companies had relo-
cated offshore to other Asian countries, mainly China.30

Based on our documentary research and prior field observations, in setting
up the survey we hypothesized that state and collective enterprises would have
more lax labor regimes, a legacy of the Maoist era, and that those managed by
overseas Chinese would be the harshest.

Factory Size
Managers were asked to state the number of employees in their factories. In

the Maoist period, factory size had a salient effect on work conditions, wages,
and benefits.31 We hypothesized that the bigger the size, the more likely that
management would abide by China’s labor laws, translating into better work
conditions and more relaxed labor regimes.

Level of Export Orientation
Managers were asked to state the percentage of their products produced for

export. Our hypothesis was that the greater the integration of production with
the world capitalist market, the stricter the labor regime would be. In the past
decade keen competition in consumer markets in the developed world has led
to placement of orders in smaller quantities, constantly changing models, the
lowest possible stockpiles, and progressively shortened delivery times for sup-
pliers. This has led to bottlenecks at production sites and consequently a higher
work intensity and a rise in demand for large amounts of overtime work by pro-
duction workers.

Existence of a Trade Union
Under the Maoist system, all state and collective enterprises contained

branches of China’s official umbrella trade union, the All China Federation of
Trade Unions (ACFTU). These branches were arms of the workplace administra-
tion and were assigned to take care of workers’ welfare. These workplace unions
continue to exist under the post-Mao enterprise reforms. Their role, however,
has been expanded. Under the encouragement of the Chinese government,
these official unions now have a right to sign collective contracts with manage-
ment on behalf of the staff and workers. However, in state enterprises the un-
ions at best serve a mediating role between management and labor and at worst
continue to be arms of management.32 In the nonstate sector, most of the enter-
prises established after the mid 1980s were set up without workplace unions. In
more recent years, the Chinese government and the ACFTU launched cam-
paigns to set up union branches in these new enterprises, especially in for-
eign-funded enterprises. But in reality many of these new workplace unions are
under the control of management, to the extent that many workers, especially
migrant workers, might not even be aware of their existence at the workplace.33

Our hypothesis, however, was that the existence of a workplace trade union
branch might have at least some effect on a factory’s labor regime.
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Workers’ Characteristics — Individual Level

Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of the respondents’ type of work, gen-
der, residential status, age, and education.

Type of Work
We assumed that the disciplinary treatment differed between production-

line workers on the one side and, on the other, non-production-line workers
(quality control staff, guards, drivers, cleaners, etc.) and office staff. As produc-
tion-line workers have to work in synchrony under the mechanical control of
the production-line, factory management has a reason to impose greater disci-
pline on these workers. We assumed that workers’ activities, motions, and
speed of work would prove to be closely supervised and scrutinized so as to
keep productivity at the highest possible rate while maintaining quality control.
Non-production-line
workers and office staff
could be given more
personal freedom to
work at their own pace.

Gender
Of the 1,531 respon-

dents surveyed, 1,009
were women (66 per-
cent). We tested wheth-
er the disciplinary treat-
ment of men and
women differed, and
whether the general im-
age that women are
more mistreated than
men would be borne
out.

Residence Status
Because of the

household registration
system that controls
freedom of movement
between local i t ies,
peasants do not have
the right to residency in
cities and their residen-
tial status is equivalent
to that of foreign guest
workers. Often they are
asked to pay a security
deposit at the time of
employment or their
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Table 2: Characteristics of respondents

Number of
respondents

Percent
of cases

Gender 1531

Male 522 34

Female 1009 66

Age 1517*

Under 20 102 7

20-29 837 55

30-39 354 23

40-49 200 13

50 and over 24 2

Education 1515*

Primary and illiterate 97 6

Secondary 1302 86

Higher education 116 8

Residential status 1473*

Non-migrant 1041 71

Migrant 432 29

Type of work 1481*

Production-line workers 1004 68

Other employees 477 32

Ownership/management type 1531

State and urban collective 310 20

Rural collective 71 5

Private 183 12

Joint venture/PRC 566 37

Joint venture/overseas Chinese 401 26

Note: *Does not add up to 1531 due to missing data.



wages are deliberately withheld in the first several weeks of employment, which
effectively prevents them from leaving their job unless they are willing to forfeit
their money. Increasingly the less-skilled industrial jobs have been taken over by
migrants from the poorer parts of the countryside.34 In the foreign-funded en-
terprises in Guangdong Province, in particular, almost all of the workers on the
production lines are migrants. Because of their lack of residential rights in ur-
ban areas, they reportedly suffer discrimination and are vulnerable both inside
and outside the workplace.35 A worker’s residential status is hypothesized to be
a predictor of poor work conditions and strict discipline.

Dependent Variables

In the questionnaire for workers we included questions related to physical pun-
ishment, payment of monetary penalties, compulsory overtime, payment of a
deposit upon starting work and restrictions on toilet-going. These practices,
which are widely reported in the Chinese press, violate the Chinese Labor Law.36

Workers’ Reported Level of Physical Punishment
Respondents were asked, “If workers violate factory regulations, are they

physically punished (tifa in Chinese, literally bodily punishment)?” The word
tifa is generally understood by Chinese to apply to all of the regularized and in-
stitutionalized forms of physical punishment that are employed in schools or in
the army. It conjures up images of students or army privates being made to stand
at attention for long periods as a punishment or being given lashes on different
parts of the body, or soldiers being ordered to run laps or do push-ups as forms
of discipline. Chinese newspapers and journals regularly carry reports of work-
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ers enduring such treatment,37 and almost invariably these publicized cases oc-
cur in foreign joint ventures and, to a lesser extent, in the private Chinese firms.
The absence of such reports about state and collective enterprises gives the im-
pression that physical punishment is not a feature of working conditions in
these two public sectors. Our survey sought to test this assumption.

Physical penalties exist, according to reports by 21.5 percent of workers and
staff. In ten out of fifty-one factories, the workers’ responses were entirely con-
sistent: in nine of these factories all of the respondents reported no physical
punishment; in one factory all noted the use of physical punishment. For the
other forty-one factories, the lowest incidence of positive answers was 2.4 per-
cent and the highest was 85.7 percent. A number of reasons account for inconsis-
tent answers from respondents in the same factory. For example, new workers
might not be aware of the existence of physical punishments. News of such pun-
ishments might spread less easily across sections in large factories than in small
factories. Or some respondents might be hesitant to tick off “yes” to a question
they considered sensitive. Overall, we will assume it likely that the higher the per-
centage of positive answers from workers in the same enterprise the more likely
there was physical punishment in that enterprise. We hypothesize that the differ-
ences in reported levels of physical punishment can be attributed to the seven in-
dependent variables listed above both at the factory and individual levels.

We assumed that the variations in the imposition of labor discipline were as-
sociated with either the category of factory ownership or an individual worker’s

background, or both. To explore the determinants at
the two levels, factory and individual, we carried out
a two-staged analysis. The data was run first for the
factory level, and then for the individual level. We
first aggregated the answers of individual workers in
each factory. Then we examined the relationship be-
tween the proportions of workers who reported the
existence of physical punishment and the independ-
ent variables that operated at the factory level by em-
ploying a generalized linear model (GLM), as shown
in the figures on this page and below.38 The results of
these regression analyses reveal that only one of the
variables had a significant impact on the reported
level of physical punishment: the size of a factory
(Figure 1a). The finding is that less physical punish-
ment exists in large footwear factories than in the
small factories.

The second stage of our analysis addressed ques-
tions related to individual respondents. A general-
ized linear mixed model (GLMM) analysis was used
to examine the relationship between the probability
of an individual worker reporting the existence of
physical punishment and the independent variables
associated with workers.39 The results (Figure 1b)
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Fig. 1a. Factory size.
Note: the middle line shows the
predicted values; the upper and
lower lines form the 95 percent
confidence interval. This ap-
plies to all the figures below.

Fig. 1b. Reports of physical
punishment.



show that reports of physi-
cal punishment are higher
for production-line work-
ers than for other employ-
ees.40 We think this can be
attributed to the fact that,
first, production-line
workers are indeed more
likely to be subjected to
physical punishment than
other employees and so
are more likely to report
this; and second, staff members are more loyal to management and thus are
less often willing to report physical punishment in their factory.

Monetary Penalties
Respondents were asked two questions related to monetary penalties. To the

question “If workers violate factory regulations, are they fined?” almost all re-
spondents (96 percent) reported that monetary penalties existed. This kind of
disciplinary measure was used in factories of all ownership and management
types. To the question “Have you yourself ever been fined by the factory?” 33
percent of the respondents reported they personally had been fined. At the fac-
tory level, only ownership/management type had a significant impact on the
proportion of workers and employees against whom monetary penalties had
been imposed (Figure 2a).

Respondents in joint ventures managed by overseas Chinese had been fined
most frequently, followed by indigenous Chinese joint ventures, employees in
private Chinese enter-
prises, and then employ-
ees of rural TVEs. Workers
in state-owned and col-
lective enterprises had
been fined least often. At
the individual level, only
the gender of respon-
dents had an independ-
ent impact on the proba-
bility of the imposition of
monetary penalties. Men
were more likely to be
fined than women (Fig-
ure 2b).

Toilet-going Restrictions
Respondents were

asked, “During work
hours, what is your situa-
tion regarding toilet-go-
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Fig. 2a. Monetary penalties Fig. 2b. Gender breakdown

Fig. 3a1. Ownership Fig. 3a2. Size of factory

Fig. 3b1. Migrant workers Fig. 3b2. Line workers

Abbreviations in figures: SOE = state-owned and collectively
owned; POE = privately owned; PRC = joint venture/PRC man-
agers; FORN = joint venture/foreign managers.



ing?” 73 percent answered that they could go at any time, 16.5 percent an-
swered they needed to get a tag or a pass, 5.9 percent could only go during
breaks and 4.5 percent needed oral permission. Ownership/management type
and size of factory was found to have a significant effect at the factory level (Fig-
ures 3a1, 3a2). Again, the control over toilet-going was most prevalent among
joint ventures managed by overseas Chinese, next came Chinese joint ventures,
then private Chinese enterprises, then rural TVEs, and lastly state and collective
enterprises. Restrictions were also more common in large factories than in
small factories. At the individual level, this control over toilet-going was more
commonly imposed among migrants and production-line workers than among
non-migrants and non-production workers (Figures 3b1, 3b2).

Freedom of Choice in Overtime Work
The question posed to the workers was, “When the factory asks workers to

work overtime, do the workers have any choice?” Mandatory overtime was en-
forced in factories of all ownership types, with 79 percent of workers reporting
that they had no choice. At the factory level, ownership/management type, size
of factory, and level of export orientation had independent effects on whether
choice of overtime work was allowed. In terms of ownership/management cate-
gories, private Chinese firms allowed the greatest choice, whereas the joint ven-
tures managed by overseas Chinese were the most restrictive (Figure 4a1). Man-
datory overtime work was also more common in factories with high levels of
exports (Figure 4a2). At the individual level, only gender was found to have a
significant effect. A higher proportion of women were required to do overtime
work than men (Figure 4b).

Mandatory Deposits41

When respondents were asked, “Did you pay a deposit when you entered the
factory?” 29 percent an-
swered in the affirmative.
At the factory level, owner-
ship type unexpectedly
was not a significant factor.
A small factory was more
likely to demand deposits
than a big factory (Figure
5a1), and factories with
high levels of exports were
more likely to demand de-
posits than those with low
levels of exports (Figure
5a2). At the individual
level only one variable,
gender, had a significant
effect on mandatory de-
posits (Figure 5b): women
were more likely to pay de-
posits than men.
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Summary

Overall, at the factory level, a factory’s ownership/management type, size, and
the level of exports are associated with the imposition of labor discipline.
Joint-venture ownership, particularly in factories managed by overseas Chi-
nese, was the strongest predictor for the imposition of monetary penalties, lack
of choice of overtime, and rigid toilet restrictions. State and collective enter-
prises on the contrary were the least harsh in their management style, with TVEs
and private Chinese firms falling between these two extremes. This reflects the
general pattern portrayed by documentary research. State and collective enter-
prises continue to have more relaxed labor regimes, although the fact that there
was less imposition of overtime, of course, has much to do with the fact that busi-
ness has often not been very healthy and suspension of production has been
quite common. TVEs and private Chinese footwear firms tend to be commu-
nity-based (although field visits show that some of them also hire a large number
of migrants) and appear to be less harsh in their discipline because of this.

The analysis also shows that size of factory is an important predictor for pun-
ishment and labor control. The bigger the factory, the less likely that physical
and monetary penalties and the payment of deposits are imposed, but the more
likely is tighter control over toilet-going. Based on field observations, small
footwear factories of a few dozen workers do not have production lines.
Workers labor at their own pace and are paid at a piece rate, whereas larger fac-
tories restrict toilet-going so as to avoid any disruption to the production line.
On the other hand, smaller factories use measures of control that are not related
directly to systematized rules and regulations, such as physical penalties. They
also tend to pay less and have poorer work conditions, and so imposing a de-
posit on workers is one means to prevent workers from quitting. At large facto-
ries, management is more concerned to extract higher productivity from the
workers by disciplining them on the production line and by making them work
long hours.

As noted, too, the higher the level of exports, the more likely the factory will
require deposits. Having an export shipment ready on time is extremely impor-
tant in the export trade, and ensuring a low turnover rate of labor so as to main-
tain steady and efficient production is a priority of management. Demanding a
deposit and then refusing to hand it back if a worker decides to leave is an effec-
tive way of keeping workers on the job against their will.
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A trade union presence is shown to have no effect on the incidence of penal-
ties and other forms of control. This result is unexpected because it goes against
the assumption that workplace trade unions help to ameliorate disciplinary
controls. How can one explain this finding? As noted, most private Chinese
firms and TVEs do not have workplace unions while those at joint ventures suf-
fer the tendency of so-called “bossification of the union chair” (gonghui zhuxi
laobanhua), with either the manager or the manager’s wife or a relative becom-
ing the union chair.42 State and collective enterprises are the most likely to have
workplace unions, which in some industries that are more capital intensive act
as a brake against blatant labor abuses by management, and in some circum-
stances have even carried out collective bargaining with management.43 But in
an industry such as footwear the state and collective enterprises, as noted ear-
lier, are under enormous competitive stress to survive, and under these particu-
lar conditions the survey strongly suggests that the union impact is minimal.

At the individual level the variations in the imposition of labor discipline
were related to workers’ gender, on whether they were production line work-
ers, and on whether they were migrants. Gender is significant in affecting mone-
tary fines, choice of overtime work, and mandatory deposits. Men are more
likely to be fined than women, whereas women are more likely to be forced to
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work overtime and to pay a deposit than men. The fact that men are fined more
than women can perhaps be explained by the conventional wisdom that
women are more docile workers than men, with men more apt to violate factory
rules.

Production-line workers report a higher incidence of physical punishment
and experience more restrictions in toilet-going than other employees, but
there are not significant differences between production-line workers and
other employees vis-à-vis other forms of labor discipline and control. Likewise,
residence status was found to have no effect on most forms of labor discipline
except on toilet restrictions, despite the fact that migrants generally are thought
of as being subject to harsher labor regimes. We shall account for these unex-
pected findings in the conclusion.

Conclusion

The culturalist school, with its emphasis on Confucian business practices, does
not normally focus on management’s interactions with labor. In this paper we
have presented empirical evidence about management-labor relations in facto-
ries located in China managed by ethnic Chinese from various regional origins.
We have observed that management practices across the board can be described
as authoritarian and disciplinary. Although there are variations in degree among
the different types of Chinese, the management regimes of all of them stand
contrary to the notion of benignly Confucian management-labor relations.44

What lies behind the disciplinary management style revealed in our survey?
Note, first, that historically such disciplinary, punitive management practices
were prevalent in Europe in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The long
working hours, the enforced overtime, and the harsh factory life in China’s foot-
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wear enterprises are reminiscent of the work conditions of nineteenth-century
England, as documented by E. P. Thompson in The Making of the English Working
Class, in Marx and Engel’s famous On Britain, and in the meticulously detailed
reports of factory inspectors and commissioners on wages and work hours that
Marx collected.45 The controls over bodily movements and functions in Chinese
factories parallel Foucault’s descriptions of “docile bodies” and of the minute
yet precise disciplinary mechanisms used in factories and penitentiaries of eigh-
teenth-century Europe.46 The question we need to ask, given these similarities,
is how uniquely Chinese is the system we have observed? The disciplinary man-
agement methods to extract as much labor as possible from workers are similar
to the features cited by the “Confucianist management” school, namely, famil-
ism, paternalism, hierarchical relationships, loyalty, and diligence. A few of
these attributes happen to “fit” the industrial scene. In our research we ob-
served rigid hierarchical relationships between management and workers, es-
pecially in enterprises owned and managed by overseas Chinese; but this was
true, too, of nineteenth-century Europe. Chinese workers have exhibited a
great degree of diligence and obedience, but these, too, were traits of work-
places during Europe’s Industrial Revolution. Given the microenvironment of
the Chinese workplace and the macroenvironment created by the household
registration system that make the lives of migrant workers much more vulnera-
ble than workers with urban residence rights, this diligence is a direct conse-
quence of a completely lopsided power relationship between managers and
workers. The workplace environment is often one of complete domination. It is
obvious that this disciplinary diligence cannot be attributed to Confucianism
and the innate Chineseness of the Chinese worker.
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The interrelated characteristics of familism and paternalism that are often de-
scribed as unique to East Asian firms impart a positive image of overseas Chi-
nese managers as caring for their workers and treating them like members of
the family. However, as illustrated by our survey, the reality is frequently authori-
tarian and harshly disciplinary. The overseas Chinese themselves like to pretend
otherwise, and a large number of placards, signs, and banners bearing the Chi-
nese characters “take the factory as your home” (yi chang wei jia) hang in many
of their factories. The so-called “double love” (shuang’ai) campaign — workers
love their enterprise and the enterprise loves its workers — is similarly tinged
with irony. It is quite common, even for those factories that are normally harsh,
to give a worker on his or her birthday a special meal, a piece of birthday cake, or
a present as a token of a management that cares. These are sanctimonious dis-
tortions of reality, as our survey findings make clear. In separate interviews with
company executives who were committee members of two Taiwanese business
associations in Guangdong and Fujian, we were expected to understand their
efforts to “teach” the workers as if they were “children” of poor relatives. This
self-image absolves their unease, if any, that they were actually being exploit-
ative and abusively disciplinary on a daily basis. Commenting on a serious case
of physical abuse of Chinese workers that was exposed by a Chinese newspaper,
the author of an article in a Taiwanese footwear magazine (whose subscribers
are mostly Taiwanese footwear factory owners and managers in China) did not
even care to dismiss such abuse as an isolated incidence. Instead he defended
the necessity of levying deposits and imposing physical penalties on workers:

Actually, these various violations of the Labor Law by the Yixin Footwear
Company are very common among foreign-funded investment enter-
prises in China.…Most Taiwanese businessmen are aware that this vio-
lates the Labor Law. But if they do not impose this type of rule, workers will
quit after working for just a couple of days, and labor turnover will be to-
tally out of control.…Many Taiwanese investors in China indicate that they
really want to be more humane to Chinese employees but find this unfea-
sible: “Once you are humane, productivity would immediately drop.…
How to increase production efficiency under the combined conditions of
passive employees and a stringent Labor Law is not a problem that can be
easily solved. Unlawful use of corporal punishment is, of course, not prac-
tical, and to skirt around the edges of the Labor Law is also risky. So what
can be done?47

Taiwanese investors told us that one of their biggest headaches was the high
turnover of workers, which adversely affects production stability and quality.
One of the questions in our survey of workers was whether, in hopes of securing
increased pay, they would want to leave their present factory for another.48 Our
survey indicates that the factor that most drives workers to want to leave is their
inability to endure the long work hours. The factories that have the longest
work hours in our sample are the joint ventures managed by overseas Chinese.

The most unexpected finding from the survey is that the treatment experi-
enced by migrant workers is not much worse than the non-migrants experience
in all types of footwear enterprises, after controlling for all factors. It appears
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that in a labor market with an oversupply of workers, both migrant and non-mi-
grant workers are in the same boat: at the mercy of management. The impres-
sion that non-migrant production-line workers enjoy better treatment derives
from the fact that newspapers in China are reluctant to report on the treatment
of nonskilled urban state-enterprise workers in industries such as footwear. A
detailed study by Zhao Minghua of harsh labor regimes at several large state-
owned textile factories in Henan in the mid-nineties documents conditions that
were no less harsh than in the overseas-Chinese-owned and managed factories
in south China. Since the introduction of the so-called “modern enterprise sys-
tem,” she reports, work intensity had doubled, forced work hours had been
ratcheted up to sixteen hours a day, and “workers have not taken off one single
Sunday for five months.”49 At some other state enterprises, work conditions
comply with China’s Labor Law to a certain extent, and rural migrant workers
hired to work alongside urban workers are likely to encounter better conditions
on the production line, though unlikely to enjoy the same fringe benefits as the
urban workers. In both of these types of factories, the daily working conditions
of migrants and unskilled non-migrants on the production line are similar.50

Our visits to a dozen state factories in 2002, in industries other than footwear,
revealed that a system of monetary penalties is almost universal and that en-
forced overtime work to fill rush orders is common. The individual contract sys-
tem — supported by an environment of layoffs and threatened terminations of
contracts when these expire — instills a great feeling of job insecurity among
the workers, resulting in a subdued and compliant workforce in the state sector.

Our survey findings also touch on the legacy of the socialist ideology and
Maoist institutions. Though the Maoist period was marked, overall, by political
despotism, a harsh labor regime had not been the hallmark of Chinese social-
ism.51 In the state and collective enterprises, this legacy puts a slight brake on
the labor regimes becoming too punitive. Notably, too, our survey reveals that
labor regimes in footwear joint ventures managed by PRC managers are less
harsh today than those managed by overseas Chinese.

There is another factor at work in this difference — and it lies in the life expe-
rience of Taiwanese and Korean managers and supervisors. What prompts the
head of the Taiwanese Business Association in Dongguan to order his security
guards to salute and snap to attention every time he passes through the factory
gate?52 Not any Confucian beliefs but a hankering for modern army standards of
discipline and unquestioning loyalty. We visited a workers’ dormitory at a pa-
per-shredding machine factory in 2002 in Dongguan and felt we were touring a
military barracks. Not only was bedding all neatly folded and placed at the same
side of all bunk beds, but under the beds thick red lines were drawn on the floor
so that workers’ personal effects, wash basins, and vacuum flasks could be ar-
ranged in an orderly manner. Not one item touched the lines.

In Taiwan and South Korea, all young men have to undergo military training,
and until recently an unusually rigid discipline was instilled by political regimes
that considered themselves besieged. It is an experience shared by almost all of
the Taiwanese and Korean managers now working in China. In some Taiwan-
ese-owned factories the owners fly in retired Taiwanese army officers to impose
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a similar martinet discipline. As Taiwan has become more democratic, that spe-
cial skill is no longer in demand outside the military; it is being exported to
these labor-intensive factories abroad where managers feel a need to control a
discontented workforce.

Many local officials and state enterprise managers in China seem sympathetic
toward these factories’ militaristic approach. Not so long ago, under Mao
Zedong, the loyal discipline of the People’s Liberation Army was upheld for the
entire nation to emulate. To a surprising extent, conversations with various gov-
ernment officials and trade union officials in China reveal that many of these
40-to-50-year olds had once been junior army officers, assigned to coveted posi-
tions as junior officials or middle-level factory managers when they were demo-
bilized. They, too, see military-like control as a quick fix to the problem of a mi-
grant labor force. The common underlying beliefs that these PRC officials and
managers and the Taiwanese and Korean managers share come not from Confu-
cianism, but from militarism and authoritarianism.

Though disciplinary management practices have spread from the foreign-
run enterprises to other ownership sectors in China, we were surprised that
some state workers reported corporal punishment at their workplace, as we did
not detect it in our fieldwork, nor has it been reported in the Chinese press. For
the time being, to be on the side of caution, we prefer to leave open the ques-
tion of whether the degree of physical punishment in state and collective facto-
ries is indeed converging with what exists at the Taiwanese and other Asian joint
ventures in China.

To conclude, we believe that the treatment of labor should be an integral part
of all studies of business management. Once this is taken into account, the Chi-
nese business practices that have commonly been depicted as nurturant by ex-
ponents of the “Confucian business characteristics” school will instead be seen
to be disciplinarian, as evidenced by our empirical findings. The regime of labor
control that is found in various degrees among ethnic Chinese managers in dif-
ferent parts of Asia is just a variant of the disciplinary labor regime that emerged
in England and other European countries during the period of the Industrial
Revolution. The difference today is that ethnic Chinese managers and owners
sometimes employ an obfuscating rhetorical patina of “Confucian values” to
overlay their rigid control over workers.
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Appendix Table 1: (GLM) Predictors of discipline at factory level

Dependent
variables Independent variable B S.E. P

Physical
punishment

Factory size -0.229 0.128 0.08

Constant 0.043 0.795

Number of cases* 42

Monetary
punishment Ownership 0.01

Rural TVE -0.12 0.91

Private Chinese firm -0.58 0.57

Joint venture/PRC 0.85 0.44

Joint venture/overseas Chinese 1.55 0.47

Constant -1.64 0.38

Number of cases* 49

Freedom in
toilet-going Ownership 0.005

TVE 0.23 1.54

Private Chinese firm 0.85 1.26

Joint venture/PRC 1.74 0.66

Joint venture /overseas Chinese 2.28 0.67

Size of factory (logged) 0.47 0.23 0.04

Number of cases* 39

Constant -6.35 1.74

Freedom of choice
about overtime Constant 0.59

Ownership 0.06

TVE -0.22 1.04

Private Chinese firm -0.052 0.79

Joint venture/PRC -1.34 0.62

Joint venture/overseas Chinese -1.81 0.71

Size of factory (logged) -0.18 0.26 0.09

Export degree -0.0006 0.007 0.02

Number of cases* 37

Paying deposit

Size of factory (logged) -0.96 0.25 0.0005

Export degree 0.02 0.01 0.02

Constant 3.83 1.37

Number of cases* 38

Notes: * Total does not add up to 51 due to missing cases.
B =coefficient of independent variables
S.E. = standard error
P = level of significance
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Appendix Table 2: Predictors of discipline at individual level
(GLMM reduced model)

Dependent
variables Independent variable Estimated S.E.D.

Physical
punishment

Constant -1.92

Type of work 0.1684

Production-line workers 0.597

Others 0

Monetary
punishment Gender 0.14

Constant -1.61

Male 0

Female -0.66

Freedom in
toilet-going Constant -5.155

Ownership 1.34

State and collective enterprise 0

TVE 0.645

Private Chinese firm 1.719

Joint venture/PRC 2.115

Joint venture/overseas Chinese 4.378

Size of factory (logged) 0.67 0.34

Type of work 0.24

Production-line workers 1.17

Others 0

Residential status 0.33

Non-migrant 0

Migrant 1.046

Freedom of
choice about
overtime

Constant 0.89

Gender 0.16

Male 0

Female -0.34

Paying
deposit

Constant -1.78

Gender 0.195

Male 0

Female 0.75

S.E.D. — standard error of differences




